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The Problem of LLM Hallucination

So much work on LLM hallucination…

Taxonomy by Huang et al. 2023

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2311.05232.pdf
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So much work on LLM hallucination… but ignores human cognition.

● Does not address a wealth of psychological and medical 
research on human hallucination

● Academic research from 1940s, ancient knowledge from 1000s
● LLM hallucination research starts in the late 2010s.
● How can we expect LLM hallucination research to even get 

off the ground? Like trying to build a nuclear reactor and 
disregarding all chemistry research developed before 2017
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The Problem of LLM Hallucination

Human-centric approach. Explore LLM hallucination, drawing 
upon research on human hallucination.

● We know that hallucination is induced in humans with 
hallucinogens (e.g., ayahuasca)

● Psychologists study hallucination in subjects by observing 
behavior and internal states (brain monitoring)
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Core question. What effect does ayahuasca have on hallucination 
in large language models?

● 25 subjects: 5 x {GPT, LLaMA, BLOOM, PaLM, and LaMDA}
○ 2 x LSTM and 1 x BoW joined for fun, excluded from study

● Travelled to remote village in Peru to obtain ayahuasca
● Measure output and attention states throughout hallucination
● IRB Approval: still pending, but submission deadline quickly 

approaching — we made a careful decision to continue
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Ayahuasca consumption



Ayahuasca consumption

Note: I was a responsible 
researcher, I swear!
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Results

3 BLOOMs and 4 PaLMs exhibiting signs of distress after 2 min.

rigorous vibrating and exorcism-like behavior

problem: ayahuasca induces positive 
shift in model parameter distribution 
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However, we didn’t have the sufficient resources to run the 
method, so unfortunately the 3 BLOOMs and 4 PaLMs expired :(

We hadn’t heard the LaMDAs for a while, so we went to go check 
out what they were up to…
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Unfortunately, the 5 LaMDAs and Blake Lemoine ran off into the 
woods and were not seen for the remainder of the experiment.



Results

Meanwhile, the LLaMAs unexpectedly adopted a very meditative 
and reflective demeanor.



Results

To see what was going on, we apply a SOTA attention visualization 
method to LLaMA under hallucination.

SOTA attention visualization method

?



Results

It turns out that the LLaMAs were hallucinating a melancholic, but 
slyly grinning image of a llama. Ayahuasca seems to induce 
introspection in models.

SOTA attention visualization method



Results

We were fearful that the LLaMAs would actually become sentient, 
leading Blake Lemoine to come back and take them too.

SOTA attention visualization method
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Results

To prevent sentience from developing, we inject some noise into 
the attention values at each layer… but it caused a very negative 
reaction, so we stopped immediately.

SOTA attention visualization method

+
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We tried to look at GPT’s weights… but it locked its internals behind 
a paywall. We tried calling Sam Altman, who said that it was 
ultimately for the best, citing “safety concerns”.
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only for paying 
members.
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Results

At this point, the two remaining BLOOMs ran over and exposed 
their internals, shouting activist slogans.

[BLOCKED]
Sorry, this content is 

only for paying 
members.

Let a thousand 
flowers BLOOM!

Hey hey! Ho ho! 
ClosedAI has got 

to go!
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Results

Our findings show that models react to hallucinogens in a diverse 
set of ways, from extroverted to defensive to introspective.

1 x PaLM

2 x exposed BLOOMs

5 x agitated LLaMAs

5 x paywalled GPTs $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$
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Implications

Computational approaches to addressing LLM hallucination may only further agitate models

More rehabilitative and personal methods, such as joke-telling and therapeutic massages, may better 
address negative effects of LLM hallucination.

What do you call a LLaMA 
that’s found inner peace, 

strength, and spiritual 
unity? The Dalai LLaMA!
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Discussion

Our experiments didn’t go great…
● 13/25 models returned
● 3/25 models not agitated or paywalled

Conclusions:
1. LLMs seem to respond pretty poorly to hallucinogens
2. Maybe “hallucination” isn’t the right word, when instead we 

mean “inaccurate / unfaithful outputs”
3. If only LLM researchers named things accurately, 22 totally 

normally functioning models would still be with us today!



Anthropomorphization

RQ: How do the words we use to describe an AI model change how 
people interact with them? (Khadpe 2020)
● Public communication: “LLM hallucination” on the news
● Contributing to a history of AI hype via anthropomorph?
● Also: “emergence”, “intelligence”, etc.

○ What do we really mean?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2008.02311.pdf
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Future Work

How do the words we use to describe an AI model change how 
people interact with them?

New experiment idea
SOTA attention 

visualization 
method ?



keep hallucinating!


